
IMPORTANT MESSAGE FERKI Demirovski 
 

1 user = 1 account 
 
06-17-2016 / 18: 21: 2016 
 
There are two weeks I did to external IT team to audit the database and servers Beonpush to find 
a solution and resolve the missing withdrawal payments with Payeer. This was done 
successfully. 
 
During the verification of really disturbing statistics came out as: 
215.000 active users to Payeer 33,000 accounts and 20,000 withdrawals ID Payza addresses for 
the withdrawal ... 
 
once by the same Payeer account is used for more than one user account of the connection time 
for the shrinkage is less than 2 minutes in 50% of cases. 
identity verification on these accounts together under single IP connection show in over half the 
cases, not even family name ... and to do that over 2 times in one week. 
 
So this is clearly SAME users have multiple accounts and taking advantage of the reference time. 
 
It is NOT acceptable for me to allow to take profits defraud (several times) the honest and hard 
working users. 
 
Since day 1, it is strictly one user account = 1 ... 
 
I gentle with history as "but me and my wife we manage our money separately and have different 
network ... then we will have two accounts on the same IP ..." ONLY if you manage your money 
separately why you withdraw your income as well Payeer not on the same minute ?? 
 
Just understand that it is a profit sharing society and those who take the time to several benefits 
and abusing the referral system just take the benefit of other users by following the rules. 
 
Or now, when the company starts paying career gift: 3 should I pay company car to the same 
person? 
 
Anyway, I do not want to cut the motivation of honest and hard worker. So we have to ban all 
frauds as noted in our terms and conditions. 
I believe that everyone can make a mistake and the desire for profit can make you do things 
wrong ... Here is my proposal as AMNESTY: 
 
Until next Monday (June 20), 9 pm, Dubai everyone who cheated to have more than one account 
who want to stay in the program, they can send an email to with 
SECURITY@BEONPUSH.COM say why they send e-mail accounts and clearly say they use 
that are (only) they want to keep ... this is my forgiveness for you to keep one account of your 
choice. other accounts will be banned. 



 
After that date, all the account list provided to me by the audit database as fraud with more than 
one account will be banned. 
 
For all fraud, you have little time to think and be clean with us. 
From now on, internal transfers are blocked until Monday to avoid fraud to work on new 
accounts. 
 
Monday after we finished with non-honest people within our society, I would like to announce 
future plans discussed with the leaders and the attack on our planning very promising! 
 
Ferki Demirovski 
 
PS: Do not forget what is the business model Beonpush: we sell online views and when its on a 
same user multiple times its considered a Spirit view and what is bad for our benefit ... 
 
PS2: Do not post stories security@beonpush.com is a major collection of robot-mail information 
and using 
 

The current situation 
 
06-21-2016 / 5:23:17 p.m. 
 
Dear users, 
 
Today, I read so much about the mail, messages and social media ... I do not know what level of 
misunderstanding people can create for themselves and drag each other into it with them. 
 
Payment application is pending for a few hours, is dramatic? after 10 months of timely payments 
?? and some speak as will be the case for years ... more 
Quick summary If the situation: 
. Many people abused the system with multiple accounts and they must be punished. 
. For the company to avoid the withdrawal of these poeple, I decided to put a hold until I analyze 
how best to resolve this WITH the objective to protect honest users to punish the good, think to 
these being as "fraud", but good reasons, such as Africa and most important to ensure a 
promising future for the company: because society is what we all link 
 
This solution should come quickly (probably tomorow two days maximum) ... revisions will be 
made very soon after that and everything will be as before. 
 
I want to be careful with how we deal with this because as you know the Beontel is almost out! 
and this project will be the project of the decade certainly more than 100 times larger than 
Beonpush ... but both are the link. So its not the time to loose concentration. 
 
 



And thank you for this, I now have a good idea of who really deserve my trust and reward 
upcoming project! 
 
all just relax. Let me answer this as CEO Beonpush then we continue as we have always done 
 
Have a good day to you all 
 

Double counting and fraud 
 
06-21-2016 / 9:16:55 
 
As you know, there are too many users with more than one account or managing another account 
of someone who is considered fraud. 
Amnesty last weekend was a failure as only 50 users had the courage to ask for forgiveness. 
 
CEO yesterday took the decision and the main leaders not to ban accounts, but 50,000 to allow 
time for a settlement of all the people who "do not understand" you can not manage someone 
else's account . They still have to discuss a general agreement to pass these milestones and avoid 
honest people are punished by the binary review and recalculation other fraud. 
 
Until recalculation, withdrawals will be waiting and internal transfers are not available by this 
avoiding scams to try to save their accounts as they did this weekend. 
 
In order to facilitate all parts of the world to have the opportunity to manage his own plan 
Beonpush account to integrate its own withdrawal debitcard main channel. And goes to work. 
 
CEO should soon announce decisions in agreement with the leadership and the network. 
 
Have a good day 
 
 

Revision of the following fraud 
 
06-25-2016 / 9:13:56 
 
Dear All, 
 
we have completed 90% of the revision we just need to look at all again today. and withdrawals 
with Payeer will be available again. 
pending withdrawals are paid, withdrawing with AlertPay is available and internal transfers are 
open. 
 
How did this work of calculation: 
 
First to detect suspicious accounts with more than 2 of these criteria corresponding to each 
criterion and a score of fraud. 



 
- Information identical account (same name, address, date of birth) = 100 points 
- Telephone Even = 1 point 
- Retirement account Same = 20 points 
- Same IP address = 1 point 
- Even encrypted password on suspected account = 70 points 
- Transfer between suspected account = 0 points 
- Suspected on account Forward = 60 points 
 
then adding these points give a score of fraud ... and these rules have been applied according to 
the score 
 
1. Fraud score over 120 = all packets from that not counted in the binary count 
 
2. Fraud score greater than or equal to 100 = 25% of packets counted in the binary 
3. Fraud score greater than or equal to 75 = 50% of packets counted in the binary 
 
4. Fraud score below 75 = no effect on binary 
 
The income for these accounts are recalculated in this way: 
 
1. The score greater than or equal to 100 fraud = binary income lost 
 
2. The score greater than or equal to 80 fraud = 75% of lost income binary 
3. top score fraud or equal 65 = 50% of lost income binary 
 
No account has been negative over $ 30,000 
 
Please do not listen to those crying on a negative income portfolio ... person has lost more than 
they already withdrew (and its average less than 5% of their total income) and they create this 
position the system to abuse in order to earn more money. 
Also do not believe are wrong accounts with the same IP, same password, being direct referral, 
sending internal transfer and using the same account withdrawal several times a week are not the 
same people behind the accounts (and sales). 
 
With 6 Statistics last month, negative binary will not take more than 30 days to return to positive 
... just need hard work and confidence 
 
I apologize to honest people who do not fraud, but that bit was discussed ... we had to clean these 
accounts before launching Beontel. Also, remember that binary is a team game and as a team 
game, you win together as you can lose all. 
 
But you recheck portfolio income and your total income you have already removed and you see 
its not dramatic long-term income for comparison. And the negative income is money that you 
already remove. 
 



In addition, from today until the leaders meeting in July, I will follow and monitor the progress 
and work of networks over connection and computer problems such as Africa. If I see the hard 
work and positive, I am ready to discuss a negotiation for this situation. 
 
We are now beginning with the own company, fast and innovative ... we did this for us. 
I could have banned all frauds and do not lower the effects on packages binary maximum 
negative account. But I did it as an investment in my strong network! 
I do not think as income for another day, but income to a new life and you all should do the same 
 
And no pain, no gain my friends 
 
Have a good day 
 
and my apologies for the end of the communication, but all had to be clear 
 
Ferki Demirovski 
 
 

Explanation and solution - CEO 
 
06-24-2016 / 1:17:45 
 
Please follow this link to see the video http://adf.ly/1bZsyU 
 

http://adf.ly/1bZsyU

